Design and implementation of full-frame, bit-allocation image-compression hardware module. Work in progress.
A hardware module was designed and built to implement the full-frame, bit-allocation image-compression algorithm in a clinical setting. The algorithm transforms an entire image without prepartitioning into small subimages. This adaptation eliminates block artifacts at subimage borders that can mimic relevant pathologic conditions. The quality of 1,024- and 2,048-pixel images compressed at a rate up to 10:1 with a custom-designed processor board (which contains four digital signal processors that transform and quantize separate rows and columns of an image independently with a two-pass cosine transform) and a 16-Mbyte frame buffer was found to be diagnostically acceptable in preliminary receiver operating characteristic studies. The module can compress a 1,024-pixel image in 4 seconds in a general-purpose computer system; images can be compressed in 1 second with the addition of a custom-designed data transporter. Copies of the compression module are being installed in the authors' department and in collaborating hospitals for laboratory and clinical evaluation.